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EDITORIAL
Hello
Exciting issue this month; new look to the magazine, new printers and new columnists. Take note of
the ideas Neil Kerrison advises for sand dune forests, try out the deliciuos curry recipe and marvel at
the achievements by the youth of our sport. All these will be a regular feature in your Auckland Orienteer
magazine from now on.
Speaking of amazing achievements by our juniors, Ross Morrison of Hawkes Bay and Lizzie Ingham
of Wellington have both had top ten placings so far at JWOC. Check out the website www.astiticino.ch/jwoc2005 for more results as the competition continues.
Sit down and have a thorough read of Wayne Aspins proposed new calendar for our season. Mull it
over and respond if you feel the need. Whether you want change or not, only by your actions will it
occur.
Hope you enjoy your read. The mag is again available on the internet at www.geocities.com/nwocnz
Madeleine Collins
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EVENT CALENDAR
Please call club secretaries for final confirmation of these details:
A

Auckland.
Craig Pearce 09 579 4340
CM Counties-Manukau.
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E
Egmont.
Judy Martin 06 758 7955
H
Hamilton.
Ingrid Perols 07 829 7170
NW North West.
Gary Farquhar 09 476 8510
July
Sun 10

10-17
Sun 17
Fri 22 Sat 23
Sun 24

National Orienteering Squad.
Wayne & Trish Aspin 09 235 1074
R
Rotorua.
Roger Pooley 07 349 0309
T
Taupo
Terry Brighouse 07 378 9851
Wh
Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz

NW

OY 1 Spaghetti Soup, Woodhill forest. Start times will be at 2 minute intervals
between 10:00am and 12:30pm with course closure at 2:30pm. The event will
be signposted from SH16/Restall Road and the gate will be open from 9:00am.
Event fees are: Seniors - members $12, non members $14; Juniors - members
$6, non members $7; Family - members $24; non members $28. Sportident hire
$3 per e-card.
JWOC Ticino, Switzerland. See www.asti-ticino.ch/jwoc2005/home/home.php
NW
Training, Spaghetti Soup, Woodhill Forest
WOA National Secondary Schools Championships, Wanganui

25 - 30

OY 2 Waiuku Forest. Follow the signs from the centre of Waiuku. Same costs
and conditions as for OY1.
WMOC Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. See www.wmoc2005.com

August
Sun 7

A

CM

Sun 28
Wed 31

OY 3 Hobbits Wood, Woodhill Forest. Signposted from Restall Road/SH16
junction. Same costs and conditions as for OY1.
WOC Aichi, Japan. See www.woc2005.jp
A
Training, Hobbits Wood, Woodhill Forest
A
Winter Street Event. Tamaki map. Starting Crossfield Rd, opposite Mt Taylor.
Mass start at 6.45. You will get a black and white street map with 20 controls
marked on it, on things like lamp posts, transformer boxes, trees. There will be
four 'courses'. For the longest you must visit any 18 controls, course 2 visit any
14 controls, course 3 any 10 controls and course 4 any 6 controls. You should
choose a course that you will complete in less than an hour - course closure and
control pickup will be 7.45. We hope to have a cup of soup awaiting you on your
return, if we can get ourselves organised. Cost Senior $3, student $2.
NW
OY 4 Pulpit Rock, Woodhill Forest. Signposted from SH16. Same costs and
conditions as for OY1.
A
Winter Street Event. Parnell/Newmarket. Starting Bloodworth Park, Shore Rd.
Format same as on 17th August.
NW
Training, Pulpit Rock, Woodhill Forest
A
Winter Street Event. Ponsonby/Herne Bay.

September
Sun 4
Sun 18

CM
A

Sun 25

A

OY 5 Harkers Reserve. Same costs and conditions as for OY1.
OY 6 Whose Game, Woodhill Forest. Signposted from Restall Road/SH16
junction. Same costs and conditions as for OY1.
Training, Whose Game, Woodhill Forest

October
Sun 9
Sun 16
Sat 22
Sun 23
Mon 24
Sat 29

CDOA
NW
CM
CM
CM
R

CDOA Champs, Rotorua
OY 7 Weiti/Stillwater. Same costs and conditions as for OY1.
Auckland Champs, Sprint distance
Auckland Champs, Long distance, Waiuku Forest
Auckland Champs, Middle distance, Huriwai
12 hour rogaine

9-15
Sun 14
Wed 17

Sun 21
Wed 24
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

It always amuses me when people call for intelligent
and reasonable debate and then display the
qualities of a baby throwing their toys out of the
pram. But first, a little history lesson.

The Easter date for the national championships
continues to cause some concern as evidenced
in recent correspondence in this newsletter. The
change of date from Labour weekend was
exhaustively debated at the time and the majority
of clubs chose Easter. No new arguments have
been advanced since then as to why Easter should
be abandoned in favour of Labour weekend nor
have there been rumblings of discontent from clubs
that voted for Easter. Labour weekend is not coming
back.

Back in 1998, NZOF set up a working party to
review the timing of the Nationals. There was an
Auckland person on that working party, me. Some
people think Aucklanders views weren't represented
on that working party. I can't be bothered
responding to that or claims Aucklanders were
"duped" as if people really believe black is a shade
of white then no amount of words will convince
them otherwise. I will say back then I didn't need
to run a questionnaire in a club magazine to know
most Auckanders do not want the Nationals at
Easter, just as I don't need a questionnaire to tell
me that now.
The NZOF Council supported the recommendation
of the working party that the Nationals should be
held at Easter. If that was a decision that was not
supported by the majority of NZ orienteers, then
North West's remit to the 2001 AGM that clubs
decide the timing of the Nationals would have been
carried. But it wasn't, it was lost 388 votes to 457.
Here's the problem. Auckland club members
currently make up just over 20% of the national
orienteering population. Now I know that will come
as a shock to people who think Auckland is the
centre of the universe, but it is a fact. Another fact
is numbers attending Nationals have if anything
increased since they have been held at Easter,
and one of life's little ironies is the largest nationals
held in the last 20 years (and the largest ever if
you ignore APOC 1984) was in 2003, in Auckland,
at Easter.

If the majority of Auckland orienteers are still
dissatisfied with Easter, and this may not be the
case, then they should find an alternative that is
acceptable to the Easter faction. A compromise
suggested at the time of the Easter decision was
to allow the organising club to determine the dates
of the championships. However, opposition came
from those who thought it undesirable that some
championships would be six or eighteen months
apart when alternating between Labour weekend
and Easter. This alternative to Easter on its own
never gained momentum and would be unlikely to
do so again.
Perhaps we should consider Queen's Birthday as
an alternative date to Easter. This would give the
Auckland region two competition seasons, one
that culminates in the nationals in June and the
other in the AOA championships at the end of the
year.

The compromise has some prospect of success
as it has not been considered previously in any
meaningful manner by the NZOF clubs and a nine
or fifteen month gap between two successive
championships might not be as unacceptable to
many orienteers as was the six or eighteen month
I've never voted Labour but I pay my taxes and
gap. If the AOA clubs hosting of the nationals in
get on with life. I shouldn't have to point the following this scenario are "pepper potted" with eight other
out to the intelligent bunch of sports people that
clubs then in an eleven year cycle, five events
make up the orienteering community, but I will. If
would be separated by twelve months, three by
you disagree with a decision made democratically
nine and three by fifteen months.
- no matter how wrong, stupid or irrational you
think that decision is - you have a few choices.
Any initiative for a remit to the next NZOF AGM
You can accept it and get on with life, you can try
and for promotion of the idea to orienteers will
and use your intelligence to convince the majority
have to come from one of the Auckland clubs.
responsible for making the decision that it was not
Further, a remit that Is not supported by all Auckland
a correct decision to make, or you can stick your
clubs
is unlikely to succeed as it will be seen as
bottom lip out and throw your toys out of the pram.
indicating a personal or particular club preference
That's not rocket science either.
and not a regional climatic issue.
Rob Crawford
Personally, I was happy with the AOA's three forest
and one farm event in the five weeks that preceded
the nationals this year and did not feel it necessary
for the national championships to be at the end of
an OY season or the end of the year.
John Powell
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CLUB
NEWS
NORTH WEST NEWS
By Gay Ambler
Hi Everyone,
Well everything seems to be a bit "Quiet on the
Western Front" as my mother used to say. We
have just had a run of Rogaine's and Score events
and now a breather until the OY's begin. The Green
Coast Rogaine on Rob and Marquita's place last
weekend was great. The weather held off pretty
well and my friend Pat and I only got a bit wet
once. The control sites gave us quite a bit of
variation between walking over lovely open
paddocks to meandering down "swept" bush tracks
in the forest. The views were great if you took the
time to turn around. Madeline and Shaun took their
girls on their backs and they all seemed to be
smiling. They had a great roll up of over 150 people
and Neil (one of the organisers along with Rachel
Smith) was thrilled at the support from the
Orienteering fraternity. Three of the young elites
ran together, Karl Dravitski, Brent Edwards and
James Bradshaw and got all the controls and even
got in 33 mins early, followed by Mark Lawson
who was a minute behind them. Apparently both
teams went in opposite directions.
A weekend off this weekend to get some work
done around the house, hopefully. The score event
was last Sunday was set by Gene and Mike
Beveridge, and from all reports lots of fun, as usual.
Seems Karl Dravitski set off for his first control and
a lot of people followed him, thinking he will know
where he is going, but apparently not. Karl was
able to fix his mistake very quickly, but he left in
his wake a lot of people scratching their heads
because they had gone down the wrong track after
him. Don't they say "never follow another
orienteer?"
GAY'S PHOTO ARCHIVES :
Blossom Festival at Hawkes Bay 1996. Some of
the North West members hired a bus to get them
to the event and from all accounts they had a
whale of a time.
Anyway that is all from me folks, see you at the
first OY
SOCIAL EVENTS :
The film evening won't be until October as all
Saturdays were taken until 15th. Will give you more
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Top: Dave (left) and Glen Middleton finishing the last day of the
Blossom Festival. Middle: The finish of the first day of the Blossom
Festival. Above: Some of the travellers with their fun bus.

AUCKLAND CHATTER
By Craig Pearce
Another long term orienteering competitor, Ken
Green (NZ.4310887) passed away last month in
his 80th year. Ken was a member of the Counties
Manukau orienteering club for many years. I have
started chatter with this topic because it highlights
that orienteering is a life time sport and the fact
that we have been unfortunate to have lost several
long term orienteers lately. The other interesting
fact is that along with Roger Weeks, Ken had
served his country. Ken was a member of the
RNZAF during WWII as an instrument fitter I
believe. I have included Ken's service number
above for the record.
The QB weekend is all but a memory now. The
weather was quite good considering, the sprint
event excluded. I have not heard too much negative
comments about the events so it must have been
good. Congratulations to all the place getters.
Last month I indicated that I would be high-lighting
the successes of our junior girls. It appears to be
a bit of a family affair. The most notable stand outs
are Lydia Scott and Kate Smirnova for their overall
placings in the intermediate girls section of the
Auckland secondary schools championships. An
excellent performance, well done.
The Auckland club has agreed to host the NZ
secondary schools championships next year. The
dates have yet to be agreed but they will be in the
July school holidays around the 20th. This is an
important development for any junior orienteers
who will be at secondary school next year. You will
have a home town advantage. With luck we will
be talking about the successes of our juniors after
the event.
The summer series program is being investigated
at the moment. In the next 4 - 6 weeks we should
have some dates available for you to pencil in on
your calendar.
I am pleased to announce that Nicola Kinzett has
been appointed as the Auckland Area
representative to the NZOF. This means that she
will be representing the Auckland view to the NZOF
at the council meetings etc. We wish Nicola well
in her new position.

The Ralph King score event was held at Stags
roar on the 26th. The results make interesting
reading.
In the men's open class, we did not feature.
Men's 40+ class, it was our clubs own, if it had not
been for Geoff Mead it would have been the top
6 places going to AOC members. Pete Swanson
however was a full 6 points a head of Geoff to take
the class.
Men's 50+, NWOC had it all to themselves.
Men's 60+ was evenly spread.
Women's open, evenly spread.
Women's 40+, NWOC had all the top places then
AOC members filled the other places.
Women's 50+, AOC generally better than NWOC.
Women's 60+, dominated by AOC but not 1st
place.
The results do not really mean much other than it
high-lights where our club's competitive age groups
are. We have a large spread of abilities over a
range of ages but currently no elites really shining
through.
Maybe more training of our juniors etc is required.
To this end we will be holding a training weekend
in September to cover necessary skills. This training
will occur before the Australia championship where
many of you are planning to go. We will post more
details once they are confirmed.
While looking at new areas to make into maps, we
had a look at the Kaukapakapa Estuary Scientific
Reserve. We will not be mapping the reserve, the
nature bush is just too thick and the map would
be just a sea of dark green, with features you
would not find. We looked at using an old map we
last used about 10 years ago. The Kiwitahi map
does not have enough land owner support to allow
us to use it again. We received a couple of really
original reasons for not allowing access:
1
"A new city is being built here"
2
"we are concerned you may come to harm
in our sand mine"
If anyone knows of large forests within easy reach
of Auckland that are feature rich, I would like to
hear from you.
That's about all for this month. The OY series starts
soon and I wish all our members the best of luck.
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COUNTIES CHIT CHAT
By Martin Peat
Hi, Not much local news this month, but here's
some of the things we are doing in Europe:
Switzerland is great, really beautiful terrain and
hilly and hot. And the keyboard is different, don't
know where to find some of the keys and the z
and y are switched round. Here's a brief summary
of what we've done so far...
Arrived at Milan Malpensa on Thursday 23rd in
the afternooon, picked up our bags and were
running to catch the bus, following Italian signs got there with a minute to spare because the flight
was delayed - the plane from Frankfurt was 20min
late leaving.
Friday 24th: 1.5hr hike/run. Caught the cable car
up to 2200m then had a nice walk up the rest of
the hill, not too the top though, across the side of
the mountain and then a jog down through the
forest. Hard downhill and all of us had sore legs
for a few days because of it. Did a 1hr 10min
exercise out on a map near Davos getting used
to Swiss conditions. Did some route choice things
for first 35mins across a steep slope followed by
4 control little exercises (1-2-3-finish at 4) on the
flatter, more technical part of the map which was
awesome.
Saturday 25th: Travelled to Madiswil in the pre
alps and raced in a middle distance event, nothing
major, only 1700 people there! The French JWOC
team raced as well. Ross had a good run and
finished 6th, Simon and I made more mistakes
and struggled on the hills, finishing towards the
back of the field. It was hard adjusting to the Swiss
terrain and still jetlagged and tired having only
arrived in Europe a few days before. Course was
5.3km 220m climb.
Sunday 26th: Competed in the Swiss National
Relays, running in the Mens Elite race. They were
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hardout. Had 150m climb within the first 3 controls!
Ross won the race to the first control, and continued
on to have the fastest time out of the three of us
- Ross, Simon and I. The course was 8.4km 350m
climb. Simon had an extra 400m on the 3rd leg.
The terrain had scrappy undergrowth like the day
before, and we made varying degrees of mistakes.
Personally I had a lot of room for improvement
with my route choice and accuracy, and struggled
on the hills with the troublesome calf muscles.
Today (27th) we climbed Black Horn, the highest
mountain in the region around Davos, standing at
a mere 3150m high. Starting 800m below the
summit the altitude had its effects on the mind and
body making it a weary walk to the top - 70min
later we were greeted with panoramic views over
the surrounding valleys and small settlements.
Had a fun journey down through the snow sliding
and falling over. That soon ended as the snow
faded and rocks began to appear. We are about
to leave for another map exercise just on the other
side of Davos on some nice technical terrain - up
the road from where we were on Friday.
Tomorrow we are helping Deiter (our host) with a
local schools event for 600 children. In the evening
there is a race around the lake (running) with 4km
and 8km options. On Wednesday we are going to
another valley for some technical training. Thursday
is an 8hour mission across the mountains, climbing
a 3400m peak along the way and arriving on the
other side in time for an orienteering event that
evening!
Friday is more technical orienteering training in
nearby maps. On Saturday we head to the Val di
Non, in Italy for the first 2 days of the Italian 5-day.
Farewell for now

NATIONAL
NEWS
NZOF NEWS
GENERAL MANAGER: Stuart Payne, 171A Fifield Tce, Christchurch 8002, NEW ZEALAND
ph/fax: 64 - 3 - 337 2275 email: nzof@nzorienteering.com

NEW COUNCIL REP
Nicola Kinzett is the new Auckland Area
representative on the NZOF Council. Nicola
replaces the Council's current longest-serving
member, Dave Middleton. Dave was also, for part
of his six years on Council, NZOF Vice President.
The NZOF thanks Dave for his contribution and
welcomes Nicola.
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
New Zealand championships in each of the major
forms of orienteering over the next year are as
follows:
Mountain Bike Orienteering: 5-6 November at
Naseby, hosted by Dunedin OC.
Rogaining: 18-19 February in the Wairarapa, hosted
by Orienteering Hutt Valley.
Foot Orienteering: 14-17 April (Easter), hosted
jointly by the Nelson & Marlborough OCs.
Check out the updated Major Fixtures List on the
NZOF website.
REGIONAL FORUMS
As part of the implementation of the new Strategic
Plan, regional development forums, organised and
funded by the NZOF, are to be held in each of the
four recognised areas. The forums, to be held
between now and the end of the year, will be led
off by the Wellington Area. They will aim to align
at the regional level where the sport is headed and
how best to speed its development.
JALAS SPONSORSHIP
NZOF, and in particular the NZOF Development
Squad, continues to benefit from sponsorship
courtesy of The MAPsport Shop through the sales
of Jalas O-shoes. The NZOF thanks Michael Wood
and The MAPsport Shop for this ongoing support
for orienteering.

GAMING TRUSTS SUPPORT ORIENTEERS
NZOF thanks the Oxford Sports Trust and the Lion
Foundation for their support for the NZ JWOC
team which will compete in Switzerland in July,
and the New Zealand Community Trust for its
support for the NZ WOC team which will compete
in Japan in August.
WOC TEAM SOLD ON TRADEME
The NZ WOC team has become the first sports
team to be sold on the TradeMe auction website.
An initiative of team manager, Clem Larsen, the
winning bids came from New Zealand website
Pandasport and EPL, a Christchurch/Auckland
based elastomer products company. Their
successful bids entitle them to advertising space
on the team's uniforms. The proceeds from the
auction will go towards the team's campaign to
compete at the World Orienteering Championships.
VACANCY: NOS COACHING
COORDINATOR
Applications are invited for the position of Coaching
Coordinator of the National Squad. This is a two
year appointment commencing upon the completion
of WOC 2005 through to the completion of WOC
2007. Direct expenses will be reimbursed within
the budget. A job description is available from the
General Manager. Applications close 15 July.
VACANCY: JWOC 2006 MANAGER
Applications are invited for the position of Manager
of the NZ Team, to compete in the 2006 Junior
World Orienteering Championships to be held in
Lithuania, 2-7 July. A job description is available
from the General Manager. Applications close 30
September

The NZOF acknowledges the support of
Sport & Recreation New Zealand
SILVA
David Melrose Design
New Zealand Community Trust
The Lion Foundation
Oxford Sports Trust
The MAPsport Shop
This issue of NZOF NEWS is also available at
www.nzorienteering.com
The Auckland Orienteer, July 2005
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REGULAR
COLUMNS
SMALL TALK
By Thomas and Katherine Reynolds
That's another month gone already; the 1 week till
deadline email always seems to come before we've
even started writing the story for the next month.
The last month got going with a roar over the
Queens Birthday weekend. The wild weather of
the Counties middle on Whiriwhiri made for
interesting runs. Being able to run uphill faster
than downhill is an unusual feeling; especially with
the sheets of torrential rain. The weekend had
some close competitions in the junior grades.
Auckland dominated the M14 grade with Nick
Mead, Toby Scott, Gene Beveridge and Ben Ogden
waging a battle that I'm sure will continue into the
OY series and beyond. Auckland runners had a
similar domination in M18.
The score series this year has been excellent once
again. Challenging courses, which rewarded good
orienteering and ambitious route planning

characterised the series. The final event at Beautiful
Hills doubled as the Auckland secondary school
score champs, unfortunately I don't have the results
for this month, something to look forward to next
month.
A small group of Auckland's juniors headed down
to Wanganui for the National secondary schools
cross-country champs. All three performed well
and achieved great results in large competitive
fields
(239 for senior boys!). Nicola Peat placed
55th in junior girls, whiles t ThomasthReynolds and
Simon Jagar placed 5 1 and 58 respectively in
senior boys.
Next up for juniors is the big one, New Zealand
secondary schools champs. They are being held
on the sand dune forest map, Harakeke, near
Wanganui in late July. Good luck to all Auckland
orienteers heading down, and remember that this
event is considered when making selections for
the team that goes to Australia.

Interview with an elite.... Mark Lawson
Club.... NorthWest
Superseries Team.... Macnut Northerners
Favourite orienteering discipline.... Classic, the longer
the better!
Favourite map.... Whanawhana
Years orienteering.... short stint as a junior, started
again as an adult
Best orienteering achievement.... 5th M35A World
Masters 2000
Orienteering aspirations.... To remain competitive in
M21E for as long as possible
Memories from junior orienteering.... Was banned from
Kaipara Scouts orienteering competition for
winning it too many times
Best orienteering advice.... Read the contours, the
compass can become unneeded if you read
and 'feel' the changes of contour in the terrain
First represented NZ....
Dumbest thing you've ever done in orienteering....
Running the Kaweka challenge (mountain
running) less than a week after having a large
splinter removed from my calf and while still on
antibiotics.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
July 1995
By John Powell
NW started the OY series with an event at Kaipara
Knolls, CM followed with OY2 at Onewhero and
NW returned at the end of the month with OY3 on
Sixteen Mile. Central held a park event at Mangere
Mountain.

in the national secondary school championships
in Canterbury, by far the largest number from any
school, and were impressing local orienteers with
their new O suit.
The landowners of the Otakanini Trust block in
Woodhill forest started charging $5/car for travel
through their part of the forest, a couple of
kilometers at the most, which must make it the
most expensive toll road in the world.

Birkenhead College sent 43 students to compete

COOK-O
This month something a little hotter-

Burmese Beef and Potato Curry
To serve 4-6
750g beef cut into large squares
375g potatoes, peeled and cut in quarters
2 large onions, roughly chopped
5 cloves of garlic, chopped
2 tspns fresh ginger, chopped
1 tsp of chilli powder
½ tsp of tumeric powder
8 tablespoons of light sesame oil or corn oil
½ tsp ground cumin
½ tsp of ground coriander
1 tsp salt (or to taste)
2 cups of water
Puree the onions, garlic and ginger in a blender, scraping down the sides occasionally. Now add the
chilli powder and tumeric and mix well.
Heat the oil to smoking point and add the puree carefully or it will splatter.
Reduce the heat, stir well, cover and simmer 15 minutes. Stir frequently and scrape the base of the
pan with a wooden spoon. If necessary add a little water now and then and stir.
When all the water content of the onion has evaporated and ingredients are a rich red-brown with oil
showing around the edges, add the cumin and coriander, and then the meat.
Fry, stirring for a few minutes, then add the salt, water and potatoes. Simmer slowly until the meat is
tender and potatoes cooked.
Serve with naan breads, chutney, rice etc or whatever you like.
Note: A very nice variation is to use pumpkin instead of potatoes.
This is a simple curry to make and is great for winter and especially for busy orienteers as the potatoes
or pumpkin are already in with the meat. I hope you enjoy it as much as we do.
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KNOW-HOW WITH NEIL
By Neil

Kerrison

The following article is useful to all orienteers
trying to improve their technique but it has
been aimed at the NZ Development Squad
in preparation for the upcoming NZ
Secondary Schools Champs.
M a p - H a r a k e k e (10 min South West of
Wanganui)
Terrain Summary - Flat fast sand dune pine
forest, with one to three contour lines of
hills/dunes flowing away from the beach. Also
has detailed open sand dunes next to beach,
and large areas of low visibility slow forest
in the first block back from the beach.
Similar maps • Bottle lake (inland)
• Waitarere Coast
• Osgiliath Wood (main forest area)
Auckland has maps on the Woodhill coast
but this is slightly different in terms of contour
shape, in Woodhill there is lots of Random
detail and not distinct lines of dunes, also
Harakeke is all one base level where Woodhill
rises up from the coast.
The main focus should be three fold.
1 To go fast
2 To avoid any large mistakes
3 To be smooth through control sites by
knowing exactly where it should be.
1 G o i n g Fast
Harakeke has large areas of flat open forest
where you can run straight on most legs.
However it is important that you are always
confident of where you are going, therefore
it may be faster to run slightly off the straight
line to follow linear features on the map such
as hills, tracks, vegetation boundaries. In
general it will be quicker to go a slightly
longer way, running fast and confidently than
to run with hesitation in a straight line whilst
constantly trying to read the map.
Simplification is also used to speed things
up in some of the detailed but indistinct
contour areas. There are some areas on the
map with clumps of one to two contour dunes
which are extremely confusing to navigate
through at high speeds. However if you
simplify these areas into separate "clumps"
of hills and "bumps" they become large, easy
to identify areas on the map and ground. You
would then treat the groups like any large
hill or clearing, by going round the end or
using them as an attack point to the control
on the other side.

2 Avoid large
mistakes (Above
two minutes)
This is the one that
requires the most
thought on specific
technique for the
map. Because the
map is so flat and
many of the hills look
the same, a compass
is your constant
security. It should
only take a second to check your compass
direction at every single decision point, eg
track junction. If you get lost, chances are
you've gone the wrong direction. This means
you didn't look at your compass. Your
compass should also be the first thing you
look at when you suspect something is wrong
and you wish to relocate.
In conjunction with your compass you need
to utilise the technique of aiming off to give
you confidence (and therefore speed) that
you are towards one side of the control. The
"aiming o f f " technique in its simplest form is
when you need to hit a line feature (eg long
sand dune hill) at right angles in a particular
point. If you aim directly at the point and
allow for a little error in direction you will not
be confident where you are when you hit the
hill. If however you deliberately aim to the
left of the point, when you hit the long hill
you can confidently turn right, and with
confidence you have speed.
3. Be s m o o t h t h r o u g h the control by
knowing exactly where the it will be.
Once you have used a safe technique to
bring you to the control area quickly you will
be in the hunt for a good result. But the
biggest decider between first and second
and third place will be an ability to go directly
to the control once in the circle.
If you go directly in and out of the control
without any detours it does not matter a great
deal how fast you are running in the circle.
Do not try and push hard around the control
circle; this is the time for your mind to be at
full operation.
To find the control sweetly you must have
four things: know exactly where you are when
entering the circle, visualise exactly what
you expect to see in the circle, know what
you can see now and know exactly were the
control is positioned.
The key to knowing where you are approaching
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entering the circle is all about your attack point. I
cannot stress this enough. Especially in this terrain.
Good features for attack points are two to three
contour hills, clearings, track junctions.
Knowing what is inside the circle is all about
preparing for the control by looking at the circle in
detail as you approach, trying to visualise its
features, knowing what you can see is about looking

around as much as possible (something you should
be doing constantly through the race but which is
very important near a control) and knowing exactly
where the control is simply by reading the
descriptions BEFORE its too late.
Thank you and good luck
Edited by Uncle McCarthy

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
JWOC Update
There have been some fantastic results by New
Zealanders so far at the Junior World Orienteering
Championships in Switzerland. Ross Morrison of
Hawkes Bay gained 10th place in the Sprint event
and 5th in his heat for the Middle Distance
Qualification. Lizzie Ingham of Wellington has also
had outstanding results placing 9th in the Sprint

France a new name for the relay

event and 10th in her Middle Distance Qualification
heat. Martin Peat of Counties Manukau placed
41 s t in his heat. The first 20 competitors in each
heat qualify for the final.
Also of note, Austalian Hanny Allston won her
Middle Distance qualification heat almost two and
a half minutes ahead of the second place getter.
She also placed fourth in the Sprint event.

BY ERIK BORG

and last year they were sixth at both the European
Championship and the World Cup final, without
Thierry in the team.

In the World Cup in Great Britain, France gained
its first ever relay victory. In Japan, France is
heading for another one. It has a good team and
a superb last leg runner.

- With Thierry in the team we know we can win,
says Damien.

Thierry Gueorgiou is not only the phantom of the
middle distance with victories in the last two
championships, but also an incredible last leg relay
runner. At the Jukola relay, in Finland, both last
year and this year he ran into victory with Kalevan
Rasti. At the World Cup he ran into the finish with
his team mates Francois Gonon and Damien
Renard with a big gap to other competitors.
- This is something special for French orienteering.
It's a first time victory in such a big race, says
Thierry.
- It's a positive experience before WOC in Japan,
says Francois.
- We can do it. I hope we can also do it again,
says Damien.
The French team always runs in the same order

The men's relay in WOC is quite open. France is
not the only team with three strong runners. In the
women's class there may be fewer teams that can
win and Sweden and Switzerland are perhaps the
favourites. They have very good teams with
experienced and strong runners.
Individually, Simone Niggli-Luder, Switzerland,
Minna Kauppi, Finland, Jenny Johansson, Sweden,
and Anne Margrethe Hausken, Norway, are the
biggest favourites for gold.
The men's class is perhaps more open, but hard
to beat will be Thierry Gueorgiou, France, Mats
Haldin, Finland, Jani Lakanen, Finland, Emil
Wingstedt, Sweden, Holger Hott Johansen, Norway,
David Brickhill-Jones, Australia, and Valentin
Novikov, Russia.
Taken from O-zine online magazine, Issue 2 - 2005
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FEATURES
FORWARD THINKING
By Wayne Aspin
I have come up with some interesting ideas about transforming the season as well as the timing of the
nationals. If you are in agreement or have any other comments in regard to the following, make your
views known at your club meeting, to your AOA councillor or write to the Editor.

PROPOSED FUTURE NZ ORIENTEERING PROGRAMME
1. Divide NZ orienteering into 3 Zones as in the
Super O Series for all age groups
2. Central Districts (Taupo Nth) becomes part of
Northern Zone. Taranaki goes to Middle Zone.
South Island stays as one unit. Each 'Zone' is
renamed along the lines of SOS Teams i.e.
Southerly Storm, Central Raiders, Northern
Knights.
3. Auckland, Wellington and South Island Champs
become 'Zone' Champs.
4. A scoring system set in place for 3 zone team
competition amongst all age groups to be
competed for at the 3 championships plus the
NZ Champs. NZ Relay results count. Definition
of a team. 1st 3 places from each zone in each
age group count, i.e. 9 for 1 st , down to 1 for 9th.
Relays, 3 person teams M+W.
5. Brighouse Trophy remains but results taken
over all races (sprint, middle and classic) at the
above champs bar relays. Needs to be

considered & OK'ed by Brighouse family. At
the moment you cannot afford to miss an event
to have a chance of winning it and you have to
win the Classic. Needs to be expanded to make
it more interesting.
6. At end of series, the top 3 ranked in each age
group to be acknowledged in the NZ Orienteer
December issue as "Super O 'Zone'
Champions". Do away with lengthy prize giving.
7. NZ Champs to be sprint, middle, classic and
relay in that order. To be held at Labour
weekend. Relays to be discussed in another
document.
8. Age group Ranking and Badge events; QB
weekend, 3 Zone Champs and NZ Champs,
NZ based A/NZ Challenge and Oceania
Champs. Badge credits of all Orienteers
acknowledged in the NZ Orienteer.

THE SEASON
This is how I see a generalisation of the unfolding
of the season in the Auckland Zone.
February - early May: promotion and coaching
events, summer evening Park events, Taupo Katoa
Po and an Easter 3 day event. School events
continue through this period.
May - October: a 9-10 event OY series. CMOC 2
events, NWOC 2 events, AOC 2 events. (AOC &
NWOC could hold one 2 day weekend to attract
Southern orienteers north). Hamilton 1, Whangarei
1 ?, Taupo 1, Rotorua 1. The Rotorua and Taupo
OYs could be held the same weekend to attract
Wellington orienteers North. These OYs should
be intermingled with events such as NWOC Score
series and QB weekend.
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September - November:
The three Zones hold two-event (middle & classic)
championships. These should not coincide with
Australian Spring Series events.
Australian Spring Series (includes Australian and
a State Championship)
NZ Championships (Labour Weekend)
Auckland Relays and other zone events
No events December and January.
I'm not sure were the A/NZ Home Challenge OR
when Oceania Week fits into this.
Pinestars v Bushrangers competition continues
with the respective squads making the decisions
on when and where the events should take place,
to fit into their schedules. Rules need reviewing
along with the scoring.

SUMMARY
1. The proposal of the Central Districts OA joining
the AOA to form the Northern Zone. This change
should come voluntarily from the Central
Association. Their club scene would stay the
same but would join the Auckland OY series
which would be extended to accommodate the
extra events. With low numbers in their clubs
this may help to regenerate their enthusiasm
especially among the younger ones by being
part of major competitions.
2. The NZ champs returning to Labour weekend.
This programme is designed for a high quality
series of events accumulating at the end of the
season. Most orienteers find it difficult to find
a peak fitness level at the beginning of the
season. Indeed many have done only a couple
of warm-up events prior. Surely this is the only
sport that holds its NZ champs at the start of
the season. As far as exams for students go,
it seems that exams can be anytime of the
year. The numbers in the junior grades were
greater when they were held at Labour weekend
than the present Easter.
3. Central and South Island zones would need to

arrange their programmes to fit around the 3
Badge/Zone events, Australia Spring Series
and the NZ Champs. I realize that the South
Islanders may prefer Easter, but I hope that
they will look at the whole picture before coming
to a decision.
Also there are a number of orienteers who see
orienteering as a summer sport. I for one would
like a complete break from Orienteering and
summer allows me and my family some quality
time together away from a sport we love doing
other activities and time to recharge the batteries
for the coming season. One only has to see the
burn out in the NWOC after the Oceania Champs
to see the effects of what all year Orienteering
does.
Finally the NZOF should establish a small Think
Tank Committee and give this proposal fair
consideration. The next step would be to have it
passed as a remit at the Annual Meeting. This
programme could be fully in place by 2007.
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